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5 out of 5 stars by trfors0Oct 29, 2020Top favorable reviewPros.... great battery life. I found on average that the batteries run about 4 bucks apiece, but you have 3 years of battery life and that's from Dot CONSTANTLY on. I'll change mine every year though, as i recommend others I know who own one of them, as just to make sure of the type of thing. But I
use my optics professionally. But even when replacing batteries once a year, it's $4 a year for standing on a red dot. Great quality. It feels very well built and solid. No messy traces of machining or rough edges/burs. The knob on the handle is very easy to tighten manually and mounts the optical body to the rifle. There is no ramp or movement after
tightening. The added flip up lens hoods are a nice plus. This thing looks good as well. Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: Used2 of 5 stars going 27, 2016Top critical review After trying this product I noticed that the red dot is not a red dot. it looks more like a bird's beak, it gets really annoying to try and look at the target through the red beak point when the
darkened is too weak to see even at night. you have to click about 6x to get the best view, on 7 beak it seems bright and annoys, so personally I am dissatisfied, please do not call it a red dot because it is not. Share your experience with this product! Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: New5 of 5 starsby pzewanJul 27, 2016Inspect is rough and will complete
the task. I bought cheaper sights and had mixed results. For about $400.00 there are very few monuments of this quality. I have eotech and trijicon sights. Trijicon is twice the price and Eotech while a tad cheaper has much less battery life. The large knob on the side prevents it from twisting, so you never damage the handle, as the bonus can be operated
with gloves. The view is at the perfect height so you can deploy back to the sights (I use matech rear sight, which is a standard military problem and yhm gas block flip in front of sight) and can eye out right through Aimpoint. Convenient for crash mode or for longer ranges. Do yourself a favor and just get your eyes on it, you'll be happy. Verified Purchase:
Yes | Condition: New5 with 5 stars on xray-repairJul 04, 2016Thi this optics looks and feels like the highest quality that is. It is durable, accurate and extremely well made. The only negative thing I can say about it is it's a little expensive. Sure, the quality costs money, but $425 just seems a bit high for this device. I would expect to pay about $100 less for it,
but since I can't find a new one for less than the price I paid for it, that's the price I was forced to pay if I really wanted one (and I really wanted one!). Aimpoint makes a unique quality optics, and I wouldn't put anything quality on my M4 carbine. I highly recommend it to anyone who can afford it, and wants only the highest quality optics for a rifle or carbine!
Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: New5 with 5 starpermowohio1Apr 05, 2016What a great range for money. Mounted on my flat AR top. I use magpul Mbus to flip up iron sights that cowitness perfect. You can leave this range on and the battery life is 3 years on the average power setting. The range looks and feels solid and very durable. The built-in ratchet
on the handle is amazing, just remember the mounting location on the rail, and the range remains zero if you need to remove it and turn it on. I highly recommend this red dot. Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: New Aimpoint Pro Patrol Rifle Optics 1x30mm Red Dot Sight, 2MOA Dot Reticle, Black 12841 , MPN: 12841 , UPC: 7350004383399 , Code: AI-RD-
12841-EE Aimpoint Pro Patrol Rifle Optics Red Dot w / Kinetic Development Group SIDELOK Mount Model SID5-110 , MPN: 12841-KIT1 , Code: AI-RD-12841-12841-KIT1 POSITION# 12224 Aimpoint® for comp, PRO, ACO, 9000 series™ monuments. Aimpoint Patrol Rifle Optic was designed with input from an outstanding group of current and former
professionals. The Rifle Optic Patrol includes many never-before-seen features to maximize the performance of this sight in the harsh conditions facing modern law enforcement. Aimpoint® PRO sight is in a ready-to-go kit at a budget-friendly price, a concept that speaks strongly to law enforcement units. The complete and ready-to-mount Sight PRO includes
a QRP2 mount and a standard AR15 spacer that can be removed. It is also equipped with flip-flops, a black front flap cover and a transparent rear flap cover that allows the user to engage the target with both lens covers closed in an emergency. Customize your eyesight Accessories and mounts are available if you want to upgrade your DATING PRO.
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